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Free Essay: Review of Slumdog Millionaire Jamal Malik, an 18 year-old Larry Ervin, the author of Slumdog Millionaire's
Artful Dodge - Film Review, states.

I found it easy to sympathize with the characters and enjoyed their humor and laughter. Jamel never lets go of
the memory of Latika, and when given the chance he looks for both her and his brother. It is heartbreaking that
while some people waste food, people in other parts of the world are struggling to survive. Chris Tarrant's face
was reportedly a picture of polite bemusement as my voicemail message echoed pointlessly around the studio,
before being smartly cut off and the contestant was permitted to phone another "friend". Honest work and a
loving relationship should outweigh easy money and shallow forced relationships. Saya" from its soundtrack
were internationally successful. The show was popularly received in India[citation needed]. Jamal Malik and
his brother Salim grew up in the slums of Mumbai. The people of Dharvi inherit the Slumdog status when they
are born. The children where willing to do anything and trust anyone including Maman so that they could have
somewhere to sleep each night. A few people, however, can look into a mirror, or even at others, and see
someone other than the true person standing in front of him. During the viewing of the game show, Salim
gives Latika his cell phone. When Jamel and Latika are sitting on the porch stairs talking about living in a big
house on Harbour Street, it is their idea of a fantasy world. It is a never ending cycle. He goes back to seek
vengeance and finds Salim. It also made him happy to talk to her and reestablish their relationship. Dev Patel
plays Jamal Malik, a former Mumbai street-kid who has a job making tea at a call centre. He never lost sight
of what was truly important and realized that relationships were what would make him truly happy. While
most people think that becoming a millionaire requires strenuous planning, a six figure income, or an
inheritance, Bach shows how easily an average middleclass person can amass wealth. He values his close
relationships above all else. Jamel ends up winning the million dollars, and finally reuniting with his long lost
love. He truly believes that a nice house and money would make him happy. Even with its minor faults, the
movie is, on the whole, an astoundingly uplifting, monumentally feel-good picture. Most people chose the
former, and that specifically relates to this. These three common everyday necessities that people in the third
world countries have not been blessed to have. Not only is their life surrounded by the violence from the
Bombay riots, they are also orphaned and under the care of gangsters. The choices that they made were
sculpted by their poverty and surroundings. It is through this that one can learn that greed and money do not
allow for happiness and a good life. My own Western view does, of course, not let me fully appreciate the
culture as they see it. Salim as a child has virtuous qualities, but becomes more and more self centered and
deceitful as his life progresses. Children are especially vulnerable to the crushing lack of food and shelter. She
is recaptured by Javed with the help of Salim and carried away. He was cunning, and eventually found
happiness by never giving up on what he believed in. The book talks about how money does not buy
happiness. The film follows the lives of Jamal, Latika and Salim from a young age growing up and
experiencing the worst of the poverty struck slums. Later that year, the court issued warrants against the nine
defendants that had stood trial. He asks for her forgiveness and tells her to go to Jamel. It was interesting to
see an insight into the Indian culture. His tale involves crime, drama, knockabout comedy and romance.
Slumdog Millionaire was an inspirational movie, that showed anyone can obtain appiness or a flash mob in a
train stationâ€¦ The moral of the story was that even people living in slums can achieve anything. These are
some of the reasons why most of the characters are not happy. When Maman starts to blind the children to
bring in more money, Jamel and his rother run away. Man has always chosen between the two, giving the
world great leaders of science, and great leaders of faith. His music on 's Bollywood Jaane Tu This movie has
interesting antecedents.


